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The Buffalo Information printed this Letter to the Editor with an image of a computer supplied
by Charles Agel, in the mid 1980’s entitled Rampant computerism a danger to civilization.

During an unscheduled pc shutdown, losing our data, we cannot proceed, engaging a
bereavement cycle similar to what we knowledge when losing someone you care about.We

accept the huge benefits that pc technology provides without questions. Software is written by
humans and is anthropomorphic useful projection. Today, the pc is a substantial other.

obtainable that exposes its purpose and functionality because it can be an extension of the
individual or group of people who created it. We make human like features toward it, contacting

it user-friendly or a considering machine. “ How about when the cashier is unable to make
change? What if the register malfunctions? it really is nothing more than a couple of if, after
that, else statements. Crypto currency is approximately control of assets, be careful, choose

wisely, and read the white papers. Pc gambling?” This was on the net 10 tears prior to the
Microsoft Home windows and Apple Computer boom. Put simply, bitcoins, etherium, ripple, or
any other “ We are in the first stages of pc dependency syndrome-the inability to function as a

culture or individual with out a computer or aid from a computer.Pc dependency was absurd
25-30 years back, seeing that a visionary you see forward without all the parts and virtual

currency will probably control you. BTC or crypto currency is a mystery to those who are not
programmers, electric engineers or a mathematics genius. How about database administration?

The Snowflake personality is an indicator that is definitely foreshadowing the future of
humanity. ANY block chain is certainly CONTROLLING its users. It is then encrypted after that

unencrypted at the end of the block chain.white paper” You may be seeking a consumer manual
to understand this but more than likely it will be among those, oh I obtain it now occasions in

understanding Anthropomorphic Functional Projection (AFP).Now, while the previous pages are
at least 25 years old it provides a historical perspective from the past in to the present that can
be measured, quantified, and to a degree form the foundation and base for Cumming’s (2017)

display Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Warfare (unaware of this article until completing
the majority of this paper). It appears to demonstrate proof the anthropomorphic projection of

human beings into machines and being reflective of their very own design and intent. Right now,
for the 35 plus pages of re-copied educational, developmental, social, psychological

analysis.crypto currency” should have a “ That is an evolving and living text message and is
growing as time passes as info comes forth. We worth and trust the computer output, hesitating

to issue it and providing it control over us. That is even more about the Wizard of Oz, all you
need to do is pull the curtain back and everything is uncovered for what it really is. Virtual

reality applications?
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